PMIEF Grants Bring Outstanding Organizations Together to Empower Teachers

PM Knowledgeable Youth grants to the Buck Institute for Education (BIE) and Junior Achievement Ireland (JA Ireland) have enabled teachers to develop professionally by learning PM and integrating this knowledge into their instruction. Learn more about these initiatives in our new video and articles about these organizations’ inspirational collaboration.

Learn More
Project Management for Education ("PM4Ed" for short), is actually two books in one: an Educator Guide and a Project Manager Guide to bringing the advantages and benefits of project management’s powerful and practical principles and practices to the world of primary and secondary education.

It’s a roadmap for how to help students be well prepared for the future!
CARE Announces $175,000 Grant from PMIEF

Our PM Capable Nonprofits grant to CARE USA integrates PM into business and finance training activities in Ecuador to help women generate income following the country’s catastrophic earthquake in 2016.

Read More »
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